1.9.9 Additional Color Matching Data

CMY
Chauvet
Legend 1200E Spot M2

Clay Paky
Alpha Wash 1500 V LC

High End Systems
Color Pro FX Enhanced
Color Pro HX Enhanced
Color Pro HXI Enhanced

Morpheus
ColorFader 3 MF 300
ColorFader 3 SF 300

VariLite
VL770

RGB
Chauvet
Colordash Btn Tri Arc 1 and 1+D
Colordash Btn Tri Pixel
Colordash Btn Tri Tour
Q Wash 260 LED Adv
Q Wash 260 LED Basic
SlimPar Pro Tri 3ch, 4ch and 9ch
Well AR1.D, AR1.S, ARC.1, BLOC and Tour
SlimPar Pro RGBA 4 ch, 5ch and 10ch

Coemar
RefLEDko Full Spect 4 ch, 8ch and 12ch

5 LED COLOR
Chauvet
Colorado Range IP AR3.D, AR3.S, ARC3, Block and Tour

New Fixtures

A&O Lighting
Falcon Beam 7000W
Falcon Beam 8000W

American DJ
Flat Par Tri 18 1ch thru 7 ch
Mega Tri Bar P1 thru P7
Quad Phase
Vizi LED Spot 16B and 8B

Blizzard Lighting
Puck3 3ch and 6ch

Briteq
LED Color Bank 6 ch, 9 ch, 15ch, 24 ch and 27 ch
Chauvet
- Arena Hazer 2
- Colorado 1 VW Tour Std.1, Std.2, Std.D, Std.W and Uno
- Colordash Btn Tri Arc 1, Arc 1+D, HSV, Pixel and Tour
- Colordash Par Tri Arc 1, Arc 1+D and Stage 1
- Q Wash 260 LED Adv and Basic
- Q Wash 360Z Adv and Basic
- SlimPar Pro RGBA 4 ch, 5 ch and 10 ch
- SlimPar Pro Tri 3ch, 4 ch and 9 ch
- Sweeper LED
- Well AR1.D, AR1.S, ARC.1, BLOC, HSV and Tour

Clay Paky
- Atlas

Coemar
- CF 7 Wash Zoom
- e12 FloodLite RGB and White
- e12 LinFld SFix RGB and White
- e12 LinUp RGB and White
- e12 Under Water FloodLite RGB and White
- e12 UpLite RGB and White
- e18 LinFld SFix RGB and White
- e18 LinUp RGB and Whit
- e36 FloodLite RGB and White
- e36 LinFld SFix RGB and Whit
- e36 LinUp RGB and White
- e3 FloodLite RGB and White
- e3 UpLite 152 RGB and White
- e3 UpLite 95 RGB and White
- e3x2 WallLite RGB and White
- e6 LinFld SFix RGB and White
- e6 LinUp RGB and White
- e9 FloodLite RGB and White
- e9 UpLite RGB
- e9x2 WallLite RGB and White
- RefLEDko 3200K
- RefLEDko Full Spect 4 ch, 8 ch and 12 ch
- RefLEDko Variwhite

Color Kinetics
- iColor Cove MX PwrCr

Dortron Showtec
- LMHS 190 A01 M1 and M2
- Pro Par 64

DTS
- NickW600 FAR RGBA Macro Ext and Macro S
- NickW600 FAR RGBW Macro Ext and Macro S
- NickW600 RGBA Macro Ext and Macro
- NickW600 RGBW Macro Ext and Macro S
- XR 2000 Beam 16 ch and 21 ch
- XR 2000 Spot CMY 22 ch and 30 ch
Eagle Fai
EA 8090 A002, F002 and P002

Elation
CMY Zoom 575
Design LED 36 Brick 3ch, 4ch, 6ch, 12ch and 16ch
Design LED Strip RGBAW 5ch, 6ch, 9ch, 25ch and 28ch
Design Spot 250 Pro 16B and 8B
Waterfall 250 Pro

ETC Selador
D40 DLght Direct and Direct Str
D40 DLght QS Single Chan, Stage and Studio
D40 DLght Studio and Studio Str
D40 Tungs Direct and Direct Str
D40 Tungs QS Single Chan, Stage and Studio
D40 Tungs Studio and Studio Str
D60 DLght Direct, Direct Fan, Direct Str and Direct Str Fan
D60 DLght QS Single Chan, Stage and Studio
D60 DLght Studio, Studio Fan, Studio Str, Studio Str Fan
D60 Tungs Direct, Direct Fan, Direct Str and Direct Str Fan
D60 Tungs QS Single Chan, Stage and Studio
D60 Tungs Studio, Studio Fan, Studio Str and Studio Str Fan

Futurelight
EYE 108 16B and 8B
PSC 250

Generic
LED RGBWA 16B and 8B

GLP
Impression Wash One Comp
Impression Wash One Hi Res
Impression Wash One Normal
VolksLicht RGB Zoom

High End Systems
Color Pro FX Enhanced
Color Pro HX Enhanced
Color Pro HX I Enhanced
Cyberlight CL M3
Cyberlight CX M3
Cyberlight SV M3
intellaspot
Technospot

interlite
Indigo 600 RGBW Zoom Adv and Basic

Le Maitre
LSG Mark II
Longman
  Colorstrip 3ch, 5ch and 9ch
  Loby 36
  Stagebar 54 3ch, 4ch and 6ch

Lumenpulse
  Lumenbeam LBL RGB
  Lumenbeam LBM RGB
  Lumenbeam LBX RGB
  Lumenfacade RGB 1Ft 12”, 24”, 36” and 48”
  Lumenfacade RGB 1Fx 12”, 24”, 36” and 48”

Madrix
  Madrix v2.13a Small

Martin
  Jem K1 Hazer
  Mac 101 CLD, CT and WRM
  StageBar 2 L HIS 1 pixel, 2 pixel, 3 pixel and 6 pixel
  StageBar 2 L HSIC 1 pixel, 2 pixel, 3 pixel and 6 pixel
  StageBar 2 L RGB 1 pixel, 2 pixel, 3 pixel and 6 pixel
  StageBar 2 L RGBA 1 pixel, 2 pixel, 3 pixel and 6 pixel
  StageBar 2 S HSI 1 pixel, 2 pixel, 3 pixel and 6 pixel
  StageBar 2 S HSIC 1 pixel, 2 pixel, 3 pixel and 6 pixel
  StageBar 2 S RGB 1 pixel, 2 pixel, 3 pixel and 6 pixel
  StageBar 2 S RGBA 1 pixel, 2 pixel, 3 pixel and 6 pixel

mbT Lighting
  LEDBAR M1 thru M5

Morpheus
  ColorFader 3 MF 300
  ColorFader 3 SF 300

NeoNeon
  Mech 5 CHnL Off 16B and 8B
  Mech 5 CHnL On 16B and 8B
  Mech 6 CHnL Off 16B and 8B
  Mech 6 CHnL On 16B and 8B
  SRM 6072 16B and 8B

PixelRange
  PixelMax Wash 16B R03, R04, R06, R08, R09, R12, R18 and R24 Cell

Prism Projection
  Studio MKII HS 16B CCT BAL and BAR
  Studio MKII HS 8B CCT BAL and BAR
  Studio MKII HS 8B CCT Eco BAL and BAR
  Studio MKII HS 8B CCT EEco BAL and BAR
  Studio MKII RGB 16B CCT BAL and BAR
  Studio MKII RGB 8B CCT BAL and BAR
  Studio MKII RGB 8B CCT Eco BAL and BAR
  Studio MKII RGB 8B CCT EEco BAL and BAR
  Studio MKII RGB 8B CCT Full BAL
Prolight
   EDJ LED 64 RGBA Can

Renewed Vision
   ProVidPlyr v1.4 Adv and Basic

Robe
   Robin 600 PureWhite Cool M1 thru M5
   Robin 600 PureWhite Smrt_M1 thru M5
   Robin 600 Purewhite Warm_M1 thru M5

SGM
   Idea Wash 575 MKII 16B_OFF or ON

Showtec
   City Painter 18000 ARC.1, 1D, 3, 3D, 3S, Block, HSV, Tour
   Phantom_300_Beam_Adv and Basic
   Phantom 300 Spot Adv and Basic
   Phantom 575 Pro EB Adv and Basic
   Scorpion Scan 180
   Spectral 260 RGB Arc 1 and 2
   Spectral 260 RGB Stage 1
   Spectral M800 Tour Tour
   Sunstrip LED RGB M1 thru M6

Stage Line
   Scan 25

Studio Due
   Studio LED 600 6 ch and 12ch

VariLite
   VL770
   VL880
   VLX3 Wash M1 and M2

Visual Effects
   Novascan 250 1

Wdm lighting
   Colorbar 39 1W LED
   Colorbar 39 3W LED